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Abstract
High-temperature reactors are employed to produce key intermediates within the
chemical value chain such as synthesis gas and hydrogen cyanide. The drawback of
those reactors is their high energy consumption. In practice, intensive simulations,
know-how based on experience as well as heuristics are used to optimize those reactors.
Knowledge of the key transport phenomena that govern the reactor behavior, however,
enables a systematic reactor design and optimization. Using a simplified but effective
rigorous two-dimensional reactor model modeling assumptions are scrutinized and key
flow and heat transfer phenomena are identified using the case study of synthesis of
hydrogen cyanide (HCN). Following the model validation, it is shown that buoyant
forces are significant near the walls whereas turbulent flow is negligible. In contrast
to estimates using dimensionless numbers both conduction accounting for 81.9 % and
radiation with 18.1 % are significant in providing the energy to the reacting gas mixture
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inside the synthesis compartments. The results demonstrate the importance of a careful
model selection for high-temperature reactors and enable a targeted reactor design
optimization.

Introduction
A more sustainable production of goods with a lower carbon footprint is achievable via
switching to renewable resources and increasing resource efficiencies. The European chemical industry is highly energy intensive accounting for 19 % of total industrial energy consumption in 2014. 1 The German society for chemical- and biotechnology estimates that up
to 20 to 30 Mt of CO2 emissions can be reduced by efficiency measures and retrofits in
this domain. 2 Energy intensive processes such as endothermic gas phase synthesis reactions
are essential within the chemical value chain. Therefore they are attractive targets for process intensification because small improvements of the resource efficiency of the process may
cause a potentially large reduction of the ecological footprint. A well-known and intensely
investigated example is steam methane reforming (SMR) where research expands from solar
reforming to optimization of coupled processes e.g. with a solid oxide fuel cell. 3–5 For the
process intensification of the reforming reactor itself Bhat et al. suggest three principal future
directions in their review: 6 catalytic materials, multiscale modeling and a reduction of heat
and mass transfer limitations inside the reactor. In the case of SMR the latter was recently
addressed mostly through simulations using commercial computational fluid dynamics codes
such as Phoenics or Ansys Fluent. 7,8 Analysis of the relevant transport phenomena inside
the reactor that is modeled with these commercial codes, however, is difficult because the
underlying equations cannot be accessed and modified by the user directly. Therefore, the
decisions on adequate modeling assumptions are not straightforward.
On the contrary, model selection is not emphasized sufficiently: Yu et al. see radiation as
the dominant mode of heat transfer in the compartments between tube loads and furnace
accounting for 95 % of overall heat transfer; 9 this value was subsequently quoted in further
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contributions in the field. 10,11 Baukal describes the inlet region as radiation dominated and
the outlet region as convection dominated. 12 The books by Specht and Woods rely on zonal
models and mention that burners with tube loads should be custom designed. 13,14 Thus,
rules of thumb for design and process intensification of high-temperature catalytic gas phase
reactors are scarce.
The objective of this work is to scrutinize physical modeling assumptions and rules of thumb
for high-temperature catalytic gas phase reactors critically using a simplified but effective,
rigorous modeling approach. The approach is based on solving a system of coupled partial
differential equations (PDEs) through discretization and integration in steady state using an
in-house code in Matlab and Casadi. 15 The approach is illustrated with the case study of
synthesis of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) from methane and ammonia according to the Degussa
route (BMA). 16,17 This example is selected due to its extreme reaction conditions: the tube
surface temperature reaches 1500 K and the reaction enthalpy of the HCN synthesis reaction
is 252 kJ/mol. Additionally, the process is of high industrial significance because HCN is
an intermediate step towards poly(methyl methacrylate) or synthetic methionine and was
studied scarcely in the past. 18 Similar to SMR synthesis reactors for the BMA process consist
of two separate compartments: a furnace provides heat to the channels or tubes where the
endothermic synthesis occurs (Fig. 1 A). This study focuses on transport phenomena and
characteristics of the inner synthesis compartments where flow, heat transfer and chemical
reactions are strongly coupled.

Methods
Reactor geometries vary from tubes to plates in autothermal designs to channels in a monolith. 17,19,20 The underlying physical transport phenomena, however, are the same and e.g.
wall effects for flow or radiation have to be taken into account. 21 Therefore, the analysis
is carried out for channel flow between two parallel plates where two dimensions – y in
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of a tube-bundle furnace reactor: tube arrangement in
bundles inside a combustion chamber where combustion provides the heat to the synthesis
tubes (A) and a single synthesis compartment for the simplifying assumption of channel flow
(B). The flow direction in (B) is indicated with arrows. 17
transverse and z along the principle flow direction – suffice as indicated in Fig. 1 B. Buoyancy is taken into account as indicated with the standard gravity g pointing in negative z
direction. The analysis is carried out in Matlab to maintain full accessibility of all equations
that are involved. For the dimensionless analysis Grashoff (Gr), Reynolds (Re), Planck (N)
and Boltzmann (Bo) numbers are used. This section introduces the reactor model and its
mathematical solution strategy.

Reactor Model
Modeling Assumptions
The channel flow between the plates which is illustrated in Fig. 1 B is dominated by flow
in the z-direction. The reactor is in upright orientation with reactants entering at the bottom and products leaving at the top. Reynolds numbers are far higher than one (Re  1)
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as shown below in Fig. 8 due to the high fluid velocities along z. Additionally, gradients
in velocity, species concentrations and temperature are more significant in the transverse
y-direction than in the z-direction. Therefore a boundary layer model is selected which
means that all transport phenomena are considered in transverse y-direction whereas advection dominates transport in the principle flow direction (z-direction). 22 The reactive flow is
modeled in steady-state. An ideal gas assumption is justified by the near-ambient pressure
inside the reactor. Laminar and thermally dilatant flow are applied but these assumptions
are investigated in more detail in the results section. Radiative heat transfer is accounted
for with a participating (absorbing and emitting) medium that is modeled as multiple gray
and non-scattering gases between gray walls.

Conservation Laws
Based on the modeling assumptions, local conservation laws for total mass, species mass,
momentum, energy and radiative intensity are formulated as
∂
∂
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The density is denoted as ρ and vy , vz are velocities in y and z direction. Mass fractions of
component α are indicated as wα . Diffusion flux jy,α , source term σα , modified stress tensor
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(c)

(r)

τ ∗ as well as conductive and radiative heat fluxes in y direction qy , qy are discussed below.
T and p indicate temperature and pressure whereas cp and h0α denote the heat capacity of the
gas mixture and the enthalpy of the pure component α. I and Ib denote radiative intensity
and radiative intensity of a black body whereas s, Ω and κ represent radiation direction, the
set of all possible directions and the radiative absorption coefficient.
As a consequence of the boundary layer formulation, all expressions of the momentum balance
in transverse direction y cancel out resulting in constant pressures across y (Eq. (1d)). The
energy balance (Eq. (1e)) contains the following terms whose impacts are analyzed below:
advection in z and y directions, pressure work, conductive and radiative heat fluxes in y
direction, enthalpy change due to chemical reaction, enthalpy diffusion, volume work and
the dissipation term.

Thermodynamic Equations of State
The density is expressed via the ideal gas law. The Shomate equation is selected for heat
capacities and enthalpies of single components as a caloric equation of state. 23 Mixing enthalpies do not exist for ideal gases and therefore pure substance enthalpies h0α are used in
the conservation laws above.

Constitutive Equations
The synthesis reaction of HCN (R1 ) and decomposition of NH3 into its elements (R2 ) determine the chemical conversion inside the reactor (Eq. (2)). Despite qualitative insights into
the reaction mechanism, reaction rates in literature are limited to the following irreversible
and thermodynamically non-consistent expressions where pCH4 and pNH3 represent partial
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pressures of CH4 and NH3 . 24–26
R1 :

R2 :

CH4 + NH3 −−→ HCN + 3 H2

1/2
7.8 × 1018 exp −1950
pCH4 pNH3
T
r1 = 
4

−1/2
p
/p
1 + 0.044 exp 2390
CH4
NH3
T

(2a)

3
1
NH3 −−→ H2 + N2
2
2

18
pNH3
4.9 × 10 exp −2130
T
r2 = 
3

−1/2
2390
1 + 0.044 exp T pCH4 /pNH3

(2b)

The volumetric source term σα is derived from the rates via catalyst surface As to volume
V ratio and conversion to mass per production volume using the molar mass M̃α and the
Avogadro constant NA . 26 να,i denotes the stoichiometric coefficient of species α in reaction
ri .
Nr
As M̃α X
σα =
να,i ri
V NA i=1

(3)

HCN synthesis reactors in the BMA process pathway are catalytic wall reactors. Therefore,
σα (y) := 0 for all y ∈ [0, ymax ) and σα (y) 6= 0 for y ≡ ymax .
Momentum transport in the fluid is described by the viscous stress tensor τjk that is defined
by generalized Newton’s law. 27 Applying the boundary layer flow assumption to momentum
z
transport reduces the stress tensor τjk to a single component τ ∗ = η ∂v
where η is the viscos∂y

ity of the gas mixture calculated using Wilke’s mixing rule from pure component data. 28–30
There are two causes for diffusive mass transport within the fluid: concentration gradients which are modeled with Maxwell-Stefan diffusion or Fick’s law and diffusion caused by
temperature gradients – the Soret effect. Despite the large temperature gradients in radial
direction, mass at the reactor inlet, thermodiffusion is orders of magnitude smaller than
mass transfer caused by concentration gradients and is therefore negligible. Furthermore,
the high computational cost as well as instability due to the strong composition depen-
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dence render Maxwell-Stefan multicomponent diffusion unfeasible for five components in the
gas mixture. Therefore, Wilke’s effective diffusivity approach for a multicomponent mixture is applied and effective diffusivities are calculated from binary diffusion coefficients: 29,31
α
.
jy,α = −Dα,eff ρ ∂w
∂y

The total heat flux is already replaced in Eq. (1e) by its enthalpy diffusion contribution as
well as the conductive heat flux, therefore:

qytot

=

qy(c)

+

Nc
X

jy,α h0α

(4)

α=1

There exists also heat transfer due to concentration gradients (Dufour effect) which is, however, negligible compared to the transport phenomena considered here. Whereas the radiative flux is obtained from integration of the radiative transfer equation, conductive heat
flux is modeled using Fourier’s law where the thermal conductivity is obtained from kinetic
(c)

theory of gases qy = −λ ∂T
. 30
∂y
Radiative Heat Transfer
Radiative heat transfer is accounted for with an additional source term in the energy balance:
∇q(r) which is obtained via directional integration of the radiative transfer equation (RTE).
In order to solve for the radiative heat flux vector, the radiative intensities are calculated
using the discretized RTE (Eq. (1f)). The RTE is spatially, directionally and wavelength
dependent and its solution requires emissivities of bounding surfaces as well as absorption
coefficients for participating media. Scattering is of secondary importance compared to absorption and emission. 21 The wall boundary condition of the RTE requires emissivities of
the surface: Pure platinum catalyst (Pt) has an emissivity of Pt = 0.1 and the wall material
Al2 O3 has an emissivity in the range 0.3 < Al2 O3 < 0.5. Additionally, carbon deposits
on the catalyst surface from adsorbed reaction intermediates and byproducts can hardly be
excluded. Therefore an estimated surface emissivity of s = 0.5 is justified. 12
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The derivation of absorption coefficients for gases is challenging because it occurs in discrete
bands due to quantum effects. Whereas analytical data is used frequently e.g. in physics
calculations of the atmosphere, there are only two substances of technical relevance that are
widely investigated and readily accessible for reactor modeling: CO2 and H2 O. 13,32
Solution strategies for the RTE for gas mixtures are e.g. the multiple gray gases assumption
or the weighted-sum-of-gray-gases approach – both of which are state-of-the-art in computational fluid dynamics codes. 21 However, there are two drawbacks related to this strategy:
the first is an increase in computational cost due to the necessity to solve several RTEs
simultaneously and the second more severe drawback is the lack of abundant parameters for
both methods. Another possibility to account for radiation without the necessity to solve
multiple RTEs for different band widths is the use of mean absorption coefficients such as the
Planck mean κP,α which is derivable from spectral absorption information of pure species. 21
Eq. (5) is the definition of the Planck mean absorption coefficient of a single component α:
spectral absorption data described by the spectral absorption coefficient κη,α is integrated
over the entire wavenumber spectrum η

κP,α

R∞
Z
κ I dη
1 ∞
0R η,α bη
=
κη,α Ibη
:=
∞
Ib 0
Ibη dη
0

(5)

Spectroscopic databases such as HITRAN or HITEMP are accessible via the HITRAN application programming interface (HAPI) to obtain absorption cross sections of pures that
serve as a basis for the calculation of Planck mean absorption coefficients. 33–36 HITRAN
contains data at standard conditions: T = 298 K and p = 1013 × 102 Pa. Temperature
dependence of absorption spectra is taken into account via calculation of partition sums at
different temperature levels and thus absorption coefficients for different temperatures are
obtained according to Eq. (6).
Q(T ) exp
Sij (T ) = Sij (T )
Q(T ) exp
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−hcE 00
kT

−hcE 00
kT



1 − exp
1 − exp

−hcη
kT

−hcη
kT


(6)

Sij (T ) denotes the spectral line intensity, Q(T ) the partition sum, E 00 the lower state energy,
h, c and k represent Planck constant, speed of light and the Boltzmann constant. Planck
mean absorption coefficients are derived in the unit bar−1 m−1 . Substance dependence is
taken into account via partial pressures of the species. Accordingly, all substances available
in HITRAN are directly accessible in reactor simulations. To our knowledge, this is the first
time that the calculation of the Planck mean absorption coefficient based on HITRAN is
accessed directly for the simulation of a chemical reactor.

Solution Strategy
As explained at the beginning of the modeling section, the reactive channel flow and its
underlying physical transport phenomena (Fig. 1 B) are described using a boundary layer
formulation. The principle flow direction along the z-coordinate that is essential in the
boundary layer flow assumption is exploited further for the solution of the system of PDEs
given in Eq. (1) because it can be solved as a parabolic flow system using the method of
lines: The PDEs are transformed into ordinary differential equations using finite volume
discretization: at first, the PDEs are discretized manually in the transverse direction y.
Subsequently, the resulting differential algebraic system (DAE) is integrated along the reactor
coordinate z using off-the-shelf integrators such as IDAS. 37 The discretization scheme is
illustrated in Fig. 2 and exemplified for the species mass balance for a non-wall element
(Eq.(1b)) which is provided in the supporting information. The key to solving this strongly
coupled DAE system is the discretization of transverse velocities in a staggered fashion:
the discretized momentum balances in z-direction are used to solve for vz velocities whereas
total continuity equations are used for determination of vy . In this manner, there are Ny +1
transverse velocities among which vy (y = 0) = vy (y = ymax ) = 0. Therefore, Ny − 1 total
continuity equations are used for transverse velocity and one continuity balance is available
for the pressure drop correction analogously to SIMPLE(R) algorithms. 38 The influence of
the discretization grid size on the solution precision is analyzed with a grid dependence study
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Figure 2: Discretization scheme in parabolic flow. A piecewise
linear function is assumed in cross-flow direction y and piecewise constant states are assumed in z. ξ represents an arbitrary
state. 39

that is shown in Fig. 3 with the example of mass average HCN molar fractions at the outlet. 40
A constant grid refinement ratio of 2 is used and the normalized grid spacing ω is defined as
ω := Nmax /Ni . As a consequence, the point at a normalized grid spacing of 1 corresponds
to e.g. 80 elements, at a grid spacing of 2 to 40 elements and so forth. Then, the data point
at 0 – the Richardson extrapolate – corresponds to an infinitely fine mesh. The difference
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Figure 3: Grid dependence study for the reactor model. The deviation between Richardson
extrapolate and coarsest grid is 2.3%.

between Richardson extrapolate and the coarsest grid value is 2.3%. Consequently, errors
that originate from the mesh sizing are negligible.

Results & Discussion
Model Validation
The reactor design and operating parameters for all simulations of the HCN synthesis reactor throughout this work as well as the simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.
Reactor length and width as well as inlet flow, composition and pressure are selected similar
to industrial reactors. 17 A preheated feed at 373 K is selected whereas the wall boundary
temperature is assumed constant at 1500 K. Without experimental insights into the catalyst
surface structure, the catalyst surface area is approximated to equal the wall surface area.
Space time is defined as τ := Vref /Fref (z = 0) and given as 0.8 s. It is termed ’nominal’
space time because it differs significantly from the residence time in the reactor τR that is
illustrated below in Fig. 7.

Concentration profiles as well as temperature and normalized

reaction rates are shown in Fig. 4. Molar fractions of the reactant CH4 (A) and the product
HCN (B) illustrate reactant consumption and product formation near the catalytic reactor
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Table 1: Parameters for all reactor simulations used throughout this work.
simulation parameters
discretization elements in y
discretization elements in z
design parameters
channel length
channel width
operating parameters
molar fraction CH4 at inlet
molar fraction NH3 at inlet
average inlet velocity in z direction
nominal space time
inlet temperature
inlet pressure
constant wall boundary temperature
wall surface emissivity

Ny
Nz

=
=

50
200

-

L
W

=
=

2
m
1.9×10−2 m

xCH4 (z = 0)
xNH3 (z = 0)
v̄z (z = 0)
τnom
T (z = 0)
p(z = 0)
Tw
s

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0.44
0.56
2.5
0.8
373
1013
1500
0.5

m s−1
s
K
hPa
K
-

walls. At the same time, temperature is increasing with walls the boundaries reaching almost the wall temperature of 1500 K (C). Reaction rates are normalized with their maximum
value because r2 is five orders of magnitude smaller than r1 (D). The side reaction r2 is less
endothermic than r1 : whereas the latter requires more heat and thus exhibits a maximum
at z = 7 × 10−2 m, the former rate r2 decreases directly upon entering the reactor. Both
reaction rates decrease exponentially due to quick consumption of the reactants NH3 and
CH4 despite the sharp increase in temperature. In order to validate the reactor model, outlet
molar fractions obtained from the rigorous model are compared with industrial plant data in
Figure 5. 17 Reactor outlet concentrations based on the reactor model match the plant data
well but there appears to be a slight underestimation of the product yield that is obtained
from the reactor model: Deviations in the reactor outlet concentrations may originate from
an underestimation of the catalytic surface area and the reaction kinetic expressions that are
used: the kinetic expressions assume a surface reaction rate limitation and neglect reverse reactions. 25 Furthermore, product decay and polymerization side reactions are not contained
in the kinetic model. 41 A detailed understanding of mass transfer limitations is thus not
possible using this kinetic model. 42 Recent studies on reactor design for HCN synthesis in
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Figure 4: Spatially distributed reactant xCH4 (A) and product xHCN (B) molar fractions
as well as temperature (C) and normalized reaction rates (D) of the synthesis reaction r1
(Eq. (2a)) and the side reaction r2 (Eq. (2b)).
literature do not exist but a reaction rate limitation in the inlet region and a mass transfer
limitation near the outlet were reported in the past. 18 Modeling results match the model of
Waletzko and Schmidt qualitatively well but the authors do not provide quantitative information in their article. 43 Since the scope of this contribution is the analysis of fluid flow and
heat transport phenomena, the kinetics that are available in literature are adequate.
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Figure 5: Cross-sectional average molar fractions x̄α versus reactor length
of the reactor model compared with the reactor outlet composition of an
industrial reactor. 17

Fluid-Dynamical Characteristics
One may assume a forced flow regime in the reactor that is suitably described using HagenPoiseuille flow with averaged reactor properties. This assumption which is often valid for
fixed-bed reactors is scrutinized in this section alongside with an investigation of the relevance
of turbulent flow phenomena for the considered reactor. 44

Formation of Fluid-Dynamical Boundary Layers
In a first step, the fluid-dynamical inlet behavior and establishment of a flow profile inside
the reactor is investigated. This is illustrated with the axial velocity profiles under the
assumption of an incompressible (Fig. 6, top) and a thermally dilatant flow (Fig. 6, bottom).
In the incompressible flow scenario, the velocity profile remains constant along the reactor
coordinate z leading to residence times τR of 0.8 s and more (Fig. 7 (blue)).

In the case

of the thermally dilatant simulation the inlet velocity of vu = 2.5 m s−1 increases strongly
up to velocities in the range of 20.0 m s−1 in the center at the outlet of the reactor. A fully
established velocity profile does not exist as it evolves under the influence of the temperature
and composition changes along the reactor which is evident from the equation of state:
pressure drop, temperature increase and a decline of the average molar mass due to the
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Figure 6: Magnitude of axial velocity component assuming incompressible flow (top) and a
thermally dilatant flow (bottom).
formation of hydrogen in a stoichiometric ratio all lead to a sharp decrease in density.
This is relevant for estimation of residence times based on average velocities in the reactor

Figure 7: Total mass fraction wτ versus residence time τR for incompressible (blue) and
thermally dilatant (red) flow.
(Fig. 7). The total mass fraction is defined as the mass leaving the reactor at time τR versus
the total mass entering the reactor at τR = 0: wτ := M (τR , z = L)/M (τR = 0, z = 0). The
peak of the residence time distribution τR of the thermally dilatant flow is 5 times lower
compared to incompressible flow. Residence times are crucial for reactor design and an
inappropriate simplification such as incompressibility may lead to inadequate dimensioning
of the reactor. The decline of density along the reactor coordinate z exists also in SMR
reactors where similar conditions exist.
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Turbulence Analysis
Despite the strong increase in velocity, the flow pattern is still adequately described as
laminar since the cross-sectional averaged Reynolds number remains below the critical value
of Recrit ≈ 1200 for parallel plate internal flow (Fig. 8 bottom). 45
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Considering the spatially distributed Reynolds numbers in the top section of Fig. 8, Re
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Figure 8: Spatially distributed Re number (top) and cross-sectional averaged Reynolds values
versus reactor length Re (bottom).
values in the cold inlet region of the reactor are in the turbulent transition regime but drop
sharply within the first 15 cm due to the increase in temperature: the increase in velocities
is smaller than the increase in gas viscosities leading to an overall decline of Re values. The
increase in Re towards the outlet of the reactor originates from two reasons: hydrogen is
formed as a stoichiometric byproduct of the synthesis which has a lower viscosity than the
reactants and the velocity is increased continuously along the reactor coordinate whereas the
temperature and thus overall viscosity increase is less significant compared to the reactor
inlet region. Overall, near-critical Re values exist close to the inlet and towards the reactor
outlet. The existence and impact of turbulence on the flow pattern is not directly evident
from the model but is estimated with wall y+ values in Fig. 9. The wall y+ analysis reveals
that out of the two potentially turbulent flow regions of the reactor – the inlet and near
17

outlet regions – the y+ values exceed the critical value of 50 solely at z ≤ 1 × 10−1 m but
not towards the outlet of the reactor. 46 The overall impact of turbulence on the reactor
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0.0
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1.5

2.0

y+ / -

y / 10−2 m

behavior is thus of less importance.

0

z/m
Figure 9: Wall y+ in the reactor.

Impact of Buoyancy Forces
Buoyancy may play a role due to the upright orientation of the reactor. It is evident that
advection dominates flow due to buoyancy once the synthesis gas mixture attains the wall
temperature. However, the identification of the flow regime near the inlet region is challenging and due to the large temperature gradients either forced convection, mixed or free flow
may dominate. An estimate is obtained with the ratio of Grashoff number Gr versus Re
squared: Gr/Re2 . 47 Values below 0.3 are considered forced convection and ratios beyond 16
free convection. In between lies the mixed flow regime.
This ratio is calculated for three selected conditions near the reactor inlet where the impact of buoyancy forces is expected to reach its maximum and the results are illustrated in
Fig. 10: the first sample point is located close to the wall at vzI (z = 0.10 m, y = 0.001 m) =
0.5 m s−1 , the second sample point is located at the inlet and center of the cross section
vzII (z = 0.00 m, y = 0.01 m) = 2.5 m s−1 and the last sample point is located 0.5 m into
the reactor at the center of the cross section at vzIII (z = 0.50 m, y = 0.01 m) = 5.0 m s−1 .
The ratio of Gr/Re2 decreases with increasing temperatures due to the reduced temperature
difference with the wall which is the driving force for buoyancy. Additionally, higher temperatures result in higher denominators and thus smaller ratios.
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The rigorous modeling approach provides straight access to all terms in the momentum
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vzI = 0.5 m/s
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vzIII = 5.0 m/s
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T /K
Figure 10: Gr/Re2 ratio for three sampling
points in the reactor with vzI (dotted line), vzII
(dashed line) and vzIII (full line).
balance. Consequently, a model-based buoyancy fraction is calculated as buoyancy term
versus convective term of Eq. (1c). Fig. 11 illustrates the simulation results in two dimen-
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sions using a logarithmic color scale. The flow regimes that were estimated in Fig. 10 are

z/m
Figure 11: Gr/Re2 ratio obtained from the two-dimensional reactor model: near-wall and
near-entry regions exhibit mixed and free flow regimes.
confirmed well: Mixed flow where both forced convection and free flow are relevant exist
close to the reactor walls and near the reactor inlet. The two regions that are closest to the
walls with y values below 1 mm and above 1.8 mm are even in the pure free flow regime.
The center of the reactor is in the mixed regime up to z=0.36 m where it enters the forced
flow regime. Overall, the largest part of the reactor is dominated by forced convection but
buoyancy is significant in the inlet and near wall region.
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Heat Transfer Characteristics
Understanding heat transfer characteristics of high-temperature reactors is of major importance because of their high energy cost. Identification of the key heat transport phenomena
enables improvements in the performance, efficiency and economics of a process. The section
is structured into an analysis of the energy balance followed by the calculation of parameters that are required for effective radiative heat transfer modeling and concluded with
an analysis of the importance of the three modes of heat transfer for the example of HCN
synthesis.

Energy Balance Analysis
In order to identify the relevant heat transfer modes in the reactor, all nine contributing
terms χi with i ∈ [1, 9] in Eq. (1e) are integrated and illustrated in a logarithmic graph
in Fig. 12. The simulation results are shown for a constant radiative absorption coefficient
κ = 4.0 bar−1 m−1 which is an approximate value for a 50:50 mixture of CH4 :NH3 and read
from Hottel charts. 48 The buoyancy term (χ9 ) is in the order of 10−5 and therefore not
visualized in Fig. 12. All red curves denote terms with magnitudes larger than 103 while the
blue curves denote all terms of smaller magnitudes. Enthalpy diffusion (χ5 ), convection in y
direction (χ6 ), pressure work (χ7 ) as well as dissipation losses (χ8 ) are of minor magnitudes
compared to the other terms in the energy balance. This is well in agreement with standard
literature where these terms are often neglected a priori in the energy balance of a reactive
flow model. 49 The red lines in Fig. 12 represent conduction in y direction (χ1 ), heat of reaction
(χ2 ), convection in z direction (χ3 ) and radiative heat transfer in y direction (χ4 ). All four
terms have similar orders of magnitude but there is a strong dependence of term χ4 on the
radiative absorption parameter κ that is decisive for the radiative heat transfer calculation.
The strongly composition and temperature dependent radiative absorption coefficient is the
sole parameter within the radiative transfer equation (Eq. (1f)) and is analyzed in the next
section.
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Figure 12: Integration of the energy balance in separate terms (χi ) split into terms of major
importance (red curves) and negligible contributions to the energy balance (blue curves).
Lines represent: χ1 ...conduction in y direction, χ2 ...heat of reaction, χ3 ...convection in z
direction, χ4 ...radiative heat transfer in y direction, χ5 ...enthalpy diffusion, χ6 ...convection
in y direction, χ7 ...pressure loss term, χ8 ...dissipation (comp. Eq. (1e)).
Absorption Coefficient Modeling
Whereas the peak radiation intensity of a blackbody shifts towards higher wave numbers
with increasing temperatures as described by Wien’s and Planck’s laws, the peaks of the
absorption spectra of gases remain at their positions since they correspond to discrete rotational and vibrational energy transitions. 21 On the contrary, magnitudes of their absorption
peaks decrease slightly due to peak broadening originating from more energy levels becoming accessible to the molecule and thus an exponential increase in the partition sum with
increasing temperatures. The effects of the accessibility of the higher energy levels on quantitative radiative heat transfer calculations were assumed to be significant in the past. 34 More
recently, however, new data suggest that higher energy levels are negligible for quantitative
radiation calculations. 50 For this reason, the application of HITRAN spectroscopic data that
is used throughout this work is justified at temperatures above 1000 K even though these
temperatures exceed the recommended temperature range for spectroscopic and analytic
21

purposes of the HITRAN database.
Planck mean values for CH4 , NH3 and HCN (blue) are shown in Fig. 13 and compared
with values of CO2 and H2 O (red) that dominate radiative heat transfer of gases in furnaces.
Nitrogen and hydrogen are in their elemental state and do not contribute significantly to
radiative heat transfer. The Planck mean absorption coefficients of CH4 , NH3 , CO2 and H2 O

Figure 13: κP of the relevant species of HCN
synthesis CH4 , HCN, NH3 compared with CO2
and H2 O.
match literature data well. 50 All κP decrease with temperature as expected based on Wien’s
law: the maximum of radiation intensity lies in the absorption region of the gases at lower
temperatures. The molecules of NH3 and H2 O have similar symmetries and thus absorb and
emit comparable quantities of electromagnetic radiation. CO2 absorbs significantly more
than all other species and high κP values at temperatures up to 2000 K. HCN absorbs in
similar magnitudes as CH4 . Overall, it is therefore expected that radiative heat transfer is
significant in the inlet region where absorption coefficients and temperature gradients are
high and ammonia with its strong radiative absorption is abundant. Towards the center and
outlet of the reactor the contribution of radiative heat transfer is expected to diminish as
the synthesis gas mixture heats up and lower-absorbing HCN and H2 are synthesized from
CH4 and NH3 .
To demonstrate the impact of the radiation model and of the parameter κP , average temperature levels and absorption coefficients along the reactor coordinate z are shown in Fig. 14.
Reactor simulations with approximated Planck mean absorption coefficients – a constant κP
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of 4 m−1 in the entire reactor (scenario I) and a composition dependent but temperature
independent κP of 4 bar−1 m−1 (scenario II) – in blue and blue dashed lines respectively are
compared with Planck mean absorption coefficients with correct temperature and species
dependence (scenario III). In addition to that, the average temperature profile in the reactor
is provided if no radiative heat transfer is taken into account (scenario IV). Fig. 14 (left)
demonstrates the importance of taking radiative heat transfer into account: the fluid inside the reactor heats up significantly slower compared to the models that take radiation
into account achieving an outlet temperature of 1120 K compared to 1360 K for the correct
species and temperature dependent model (III). Comparing the constant absorption coef30
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Figure 14: Cross-sectional average temperature (left) and average Planck mean absorption
coefficient κP (right) along the reactor coordinate z for four radiation model scenarios: ’I
- const.’ is a simulation with constant κP of 4 m−1 (blue line), ’II - x dep.’ with correct
species but no temperature dependence assuming κP = 4 bar−1 m−1 for NH3 and CH4 (blue
dashed line), ’III - x, T dep.’ illustrates results with correct temperature and composition
dependent κP (red line) and ’IV - no rad.’ illustrates results without taking radiative heat
transfer into account (black line).
ficient approximation (I) and the correct species and temperature dependent model (III) in
Fig. 14 (right), the constant coefficient approximation (I) underestimates radiative absorption near the inlet of the reactor and overestimates κP above z = 0.23 m which is clearly
visible in the temperature graph on the left where the temperature of (I) increases more
slowly than (III) at the inlet but keeps increasing until the reactor outlet. Approximating
the absorption coefficient species dependently with a value of 4 bar−1 m−1 for CH4 and NH3
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illustrated by scenario (II) also underestimates radiative absorption near the inlet region but
leads to slightly higher overall absorption coefficients compared to the correct substrate and
temperature dependent scenario (III) beyond z = 0.28 m. The correct species and temperature dependent model (III) exhibits the highest absorption coefficient values near the reactor
inlet. Consequently, the highest temperature slope in Fig. 14 (left) out of all scenarios occurs
before z = 0.23 m. Caused by the sharp decline of κP in model (III), however, this model
drops below both (I) and (II) after z = 0.23 m leading to the most shallow temperature
slope of all three scenarios.
Interestingly, the second modeling scenario (II) results in similar outlet temperatures as
model (III) due to the switch from under- to overestimation of κP . Overall, the detailed
physical model helps in understanding the heat-up at the inlet region and prediction of the
temperature field along the reactor. This information is applied in the following step for the
identification of the key heat transfer phenomena.

Identification of Key Heat Transfer Mechanisms
The previous section illustrated the importance of radiation and an adequate physical model
of radiative heat transfer in order to gain insights into heat transfer phenomena of hightemperature reactors. The importance and relevance of the three modes of heat transfer in
the transverse direction y is addressed in this section. Two dimensionless numbers indicate
the relevance of radiative heat transfer compared to conduction and convection: the Boltzmann number Bo and the Planck number N representing a ratio of convective-to-radiative
and a ratio of conductive-to-radiative heat transfer:

Bo :=

ρcp v∞
3
n2 σT∞

N :=

λκ
3
4n2 σT∞

(7)

where n, and σ represent the refractive index and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant whereas
v∞ and T∞ denote the velocity and temperature in the continuum adjacent to the boundary
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layer.
The analysis of the energy balance that is illustrated in Fig. 12 showed that heat transfer via
convection in y direction is negligible compared to the other heat transfer mechanisms. The
Bo number is thus expected to be below one. Estimations of the importance of cross-flow

Bo / -
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CH4 /NH3
HCN/H2

10-1
10-2
10-3
10-4

500

1000

1500

2000

T /K
Figure 15: Bo versus T∞ (50:50 CH4 :NH3 in
blue and 25:75 HCN:H2 in red
convection over radiation are illustrated in Fig. 15 where the Boltzmann number is shown on
a logarithmic scale versus temperature. The graph illustrates Boltzmann number values for
two characteristic gas mixtures – pure reactants and pure products – and confirms that all
Bo values are below one even if maximum transverse velocities vy of 0.5 m s−1 are assumed:
Convection is indeed negligible for heat transfer in y-direction.
The conduction-to-radiation or Planck number is calculated with temperature and composition dependent radiative absorption coefficients and illustrated in Fig. 16 in a semilogarithmic graph.

For both sample compositions – reactants and products – N remains well

3
below 1 and again decreases strongly with temperature due to T∞
in the denominator and

the product of thermal conductivity and radiative absorption coefficient remaining approximately constant indicating that conduction is negligible compared to radiation. For the
reactor model, a conduction-to-radiation ratio Nsim is defined analogously to the buoyancy
(c)

(r)

ratio above: Nsim := qy /qy . The results of the spatially distributed Planck number are
shown in Fig. 17 (top). The dark blue region at the center and inlet of the reactor indicates
that radiative heat transfer is the dominant mode of heat transfer in this region whereas the
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Figure 17: Spatial distribution of the Planck number Nsim (top) and cumulative wall heat
fluxes via conduction (red) and radiation (blue) into the fluid (bottom). The sum of conductive and radiative wall heat fluxes is illustrated with the black line.
conductive heat flux clearly dominates the near wall section providing heat to the chemical
reaction and in particular in the inlet region where the thermal boundary layer starts to form
(until z=0.15 m). The last section of the reactor where boundary layers are fully developed
(beyond 1.5 m) is dominated by conductive heat transfer. The cumulative wall heat fluxes
are displayed in Fig. 17 (bottom). As shown in the top part, radiation contributes significantly to the heat uptake of the fluid especially near the inlet of the reactor until z = 0.5 m.
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Overall, the main heat transfer mechanism is conduction with 81.9 % of the total heat transferred into the fluid but radiative heat transfer contributes significantly accounting for the
remaining 18.1 %.
These findings seem to contradict the Planck number results in Fig. 17 that showed a clear
dominance of radiative heat transfer in the entire temperature range. The reasons for that
are that radiation propagates to much higher extents through the gas compared to conduction as indicated by N. The low optical thickness of the gas mixture minimizes resistance
to radiative heat transfer through the fluid but at the same time it is mostly transparent to
radiation. Heat uptake of the gas mixture due to radiative heat transfer is therefore slow.
Consequently, both results complement each other. An additional aspect is the reactor geometry that is considered in this contribution. The total width of the channel is 1.9×10−2 m.
Within the first few millimeters of the boundary layer that forms in the inlet region of the
reactor conductive heat transfer into the gas dominates whereas radiation becomes significant after roughly 5×10−3 m as was shown recently. 39
In summary, heat transfer in z-direction of the synthesis compartments is dominated by
convection due to high flow velocities. For the transverse direction y, however, radiation
contributes significantly to the heat uptake of the fluid near the inlet whereas conduction
dominates heat transfer within the boundary layers in the near-wall regions where the endothermic chemical reactions occur as well as towards the outlet of the reactor.

Conclusion
Key transport phenomena that govern fluid flow and heat transfer are identified in this contribution using an industrially relevant example – the synthesis of HCN – and a rigorous
modeling approach. The model is successfully validated with industrial data and compared
with literature. There exist pronounced changes in temperature, mixture molar mass and
pressure making the flow thermally dilatant. Furthermore, the flow is within the laminar
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regime with negligible influence of turbulence but considerable effects of buoyancy near walls
and near the inlet of the reactor. Subsequently, the energy balance is analyzed with particular emphasis on heat transfer modeling: four terms dominate the energy balance in terms
of magnitudes: convective heat transfer along the reactor (z), the enthalpy changes due to
the chemical reaction and the energy uptake of the reactor via conductive and radiative heat
transfer in transverse (y) direction. Modeling the radiative absorption coefficients is emphasized and the effect of false modeling assumptions are illustrated: the reactor model contains
species and temperature dependent absorption coefficients that are derived using data of the
spectroscopic database HITRAN. Neglecting this temperature and species dependence or
radiative heat transfer as a whole leads to drastically different reactor temperature profiles
and outlet temperatures. At last, prevalence of the heat transfer mechanisms is analyzed:
convection dominates heat transfer in the principle flow direction z but is insignificant for
the energy uptake in transverse direction y as suggested by dimensionless numbers. There,
both radiation and conduction are equally important accounting for 18.1 % and 81.9 % of
the total heat transferred into the fluid: radiation is particularly significant to heat up the
bulk fluid near the inlet of the reactor where thermal boundary layers are beginning to form.
Conduction on the other hand provides the energy for the endothermic chemical reaction
at the catalytic wall and prevails once the boundary layers are fully established. In order
to extend the analysis of underlying transport phenomena in high-temperature catalytic reactors towards mass transfer for the case study that is presented, absorption and reaction
kinetic limitations, further investigations at the microscale e.g. through the development of
a microkinetic reaction mechanism are necessary.
Nowadays, computational capabilities and the increasing use of CFD codes enables reactor
design and optimization of complex reactor geometries. The complexity of modeling tasks,
computational cost as well as numerous modeling possibilities of commercial CFD tools make
careful model selection and scrutinizing modeling assumptions as important as ever in order
to find the model that suits a specific problem in an optimal way. An analysis of the kind
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presented in this contribution may lead to a priori not intuitive opportunities for process
intensification as illustrated in the present example: having obtained a better understanding
of the prevalence of convective, radiative and conductive heat transfer enables systematic
improvements in the design and operation of single reactor compartments and the overall
reactor based on these insights.

Nomenclature
α

component index: α ∈ [CH4 , NH3 , HCN, N2 , H2 ]

χi

integrated term i of the energy balance / W m−1

s

surface emissivity / -

η

wavenumber / cm−1

κ

radiative absorption coefficient / m−1

κη,α

spectral absorption coefficient of component α / m−1

κP,α

Planck mean absorption coefficient of component α / bar−1 m−1

λ

thermal conductivity / W m−1 s−1

Bo

Boltzmann number / -

Gr

Grashoff number / -

N

Planck number / -

Re

Reynolds number / -

y+

wall y+ / -

να,i

stoichiometric coefficient of species α in reaction i / 29

Ω

set of all directions s of the angular space

ω

normalized grid spacing ω := Nmax /Ni / -

ρ

density / kg/m3

σ

Stefan-Boltzmann constant / W m−2 K−4

σα

source term of component α / kg m−3 s−1

τ

space time τ := Vref /Fref (z = 0) / s

τ∗

modified stress tensor / kg m−1 s−2

τR

residence time in the reactor / s

M̃α

molar mass of component α / kg m−3

As

catalyst surface / m2

c

speed of light / cm s−1

cp

heat capacity of the gas mixture / J kg−1 K−1

Dα,eff effective diffusivity coefficient for component α / m2 s−1
E 00

lower state energy / cm−1

g

standard gravity / m s−2

h

Planck constant / erg K

h0α

enthalpy of pure component α / J kg−1

I

radiative intensity / W m−2

Ib

radiative intensity of a black body / W m−2

jy,α

diffusion flux in y direction of component α / kg m−2 s−1
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k

Boltzmann constant / erg K−1

L

channel length / m

M

mass / kg

n

refractive index / n

NA

Avogadro constant / mol−1

Ny

number of discretization elements in transverse direction y

p

pressure / Pa

p

standard pressure / Pa

pCH4

partial pressure of CH4 / Torr

Q(T ) partition sum at temperature T / (c)

(r)

qy , q y

conductive and radiative heat fluxes in y direction / W m−2

ri

rate of reaction i / cm−2 s−1

s

direction of radiation / m

Sij (T ) spectral line intensity at temperature T / cm2 cm−1
T

temperature / K

T

standard temperature / K

Tw

wall boundary temperature / K

V

volume / m3

vy , vz velocity in y, z directions / m/s
W

channel width / m
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wα

mass fraction of component α / -

wτ

total mass fraction wτ := M (τR , z = L)/M (τR = 0, z = 0) / -

xCH4 molar fraction of species CH4 / y

transverse coordinate of the reactor model / m

z

principle flow direction of the reactor model / m

BMA Blausäure aus Methan und Ammoniak (Ger.) - HCN from methane and ammonia
DAE differential algebraic system
PDE partial differential equation
RTE radiative transfer equation
SMR steam methane reforming
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